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It is the first time that an international scientific conference dealing with the history of cave 

and karst exploration is to be held in Hungary. It is organized by the Hungarian Speleological 
Society and the Speleological Institute. The mosaic-word, the name of the Conference. ALCADI. 
is put up by the first syllables of the names of three mountain system of the territory in question: 
the Alps, the Carpathians and the Dinaric Alps. The main purpose of the ALCADI '92 is to give a 
forum to publish the results of historico-scientific research and to discuss and solve controversial 
questions. During the conference events prior to the out-break of the First World War (1914) will 
be discussed, later period can be the subject of another ALCADI conference in the future.

The ALCADI territory played a  role of prominent importance in the history of general speleology 
and karstology. It is here that the Dinaric Mountains are situated, the largest limestone area in 
Europe that offers the greatest variety of landforms. A part of these mountain ranges is the Karst 
Mountain after which the related branch of science was named. Experts carefully studied here 
for the first time the karst phenomena and several technical terms originate from here: doline. 
uvala. polje. etc.

The ALCADI area 
treated an the Conference

For a  long time the ALCADI area was famed for having the longest and deepest known cave 
of Europe. The first speleological society of the world was founded in Vienna, the important 
cultural centre of the ALCADI area; the first speleological review was also published here. Many- 
sided research carried out on these karst regions laid the foundation of a new branch of science: 
the karstology that incorporates speleology, as well.

The ALCADI area is a colourful part of Europe not only of speleological and karstological point 
of view but the ethnical picture of the territory is rather varied, too. Dozens of smaller and bigger 
peoples live on this land that, in old times, were separated from each other by several power 
ambitions and different political ideas. Until quite recently even researchers were prevented from 
working free and changing their opinions, as strict state-borders separated them. That is why one 
of the main aims of the Budapest conference is to help experts speaking different languages to 
find each other, to harmonize their subjects and to form closer frames of their future collaboration.

The present special issue of Karszt es Barlang (Karst and Cave) publishes the papers in 
alphabetical order of authors' names sent to the conference till the given deadline. The editorial 
board -  respecting the rights of the authors -  gives the original papers without change. As the 
same geographical objects have different names in different languages a list of cave and place 
names in several languages is added at the end of our publication in order to help orientation. 
Most of the authors follow the principle of giving the geographical names in the form used at 
the given time. i.e. in the official form extant before 1914.

We hope, that the ALCADI '92 conference is only the first step of a long way that leads to the 
realization of closer collaboration of scientists, and in the future it will help to realize the "karsts 
without borders" in this long troubled territory.
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